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TV #3
1. What is the name of the voice-over artist who has narrated Big Brother
since the shows premiere in 2000?
2. In Breaking Bad, drug kingpin Gustavo Fring hides his criminal activities
behind a chain of fast-food restaurants selling fried chicken - what is it
called?
3. What is the name of the aristocratic family in Downton Abbey?
4. How many new incarnations of the Doctor have there been since Doctor
Who returned to British screens in 2005?
5. Which comic actor and game show host's voice can be heard on kids' TV in
Danger Mouse and Hey Duggee?
6. Michaela Coel received a BAFTA for Best Female Comedy Performance for
which E4 sitcom, that she created, wrote and starred in?
7. The first time he died in EastEnders, 'Dirty' Dan Watts was shot and fell
into a canal. Where did he end up the second time he was killed on the
show?
8. What is the name of the Strictly Come Dancing spin-off show that Claudia
Winkleman presented before graduating to hosting the main programme?
9. Which channel began to broadcast first, BBC Two or ITV?
10.The Singing Detective, Pennies from Heaven, Blackeyes and Lipstick on Your
Collar were the work of which TV Playright?
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TV #3
1. What is the name of the voice-over artist who has narrated Big Brother
since the shows premiere in 2000?
Marcus Bentley
2. In Breaking Bad, drug kingpin Gustavo Fring hides his criminal activities
behind a chain of fast-food restaurants selling fried chicken - what is it
called?
Los Pollos Hermanos
3. What is the name of the aristocratic family in Downton Abbey?
Crawley
4. How many new incarnations of the Doctor have there been since Doctor
Who returned to British screens in 2005?
Six
5. Which comic actor and game show host's voice can be heard on kids' TV in
Danger Mouse and Hey Duggee?
Alexander Armstrong
6. Michaela Coel received a BAFTA for Best Female Comedy Performance for
which E4 sitcom, that she created, wrote and starred in?
Chewing Gum
7. The first time he died in EastEnders, 'Dirty' Dan Watts was shot and fell
into a canal. Where did he end up the second time he was killed on the
show?
Buried in the cellar underneath the Queen Vic
8. What is the name of the Strictly Come Dancing spin-off show that Claudia
Winkleman presented before graduating to hosting the main programme?
Strictly Come Dancing: It Takes Two
9. Which channel began to broadcast first, BBC Two or ITV?
ITV
10.The Singing Detective, Pennies from Heaven, Blackeyes and Lipstick on Your
Collar were the work of which TV Playright?
Dennis Potter
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